Custom
Orders
Paramount Luxury Vinyl Tile can
customize your floor covering according
to your individual preferences. Select
a unique style or pattern, request a
custom size or shape, and we are
happy to accommodate you.

Our team of experts will work with
you from inception to completion to
ensure that all of your flooring needs
are addressed. At Paramount,
we value our customers and will
strive to continue to meet your
needs—every step of the way.

Contact us today to discover our
extended luxury vinyl tile options.
732.534.9228 / info@paramountlvt.com
www.paramountlvt.com

Paramount Luxury Vinyl Tiles are produced from the highest quality
materials. Our state of the art manufacturing process is engineered
to provide unsurpassed durability and aesthetics.
Paramount’s plank and tile products are produced with a strong foundation, covered with eye perfect, realistic graphics, and finished with a
UV cured wear layer for ultimate durability.
Base layer:
Our compact, sturdy, yet flexible, sound absorbing
vinyl backing allows for ease of installation and resilience.
Middle layer:

Durable,
Attractive,
Economical

The tile’s core, providing strength and stability.
Photographic film:

Designed to
Perform

Our HD print film provides explicit detail and realism.
Wear layer:
20-40 mil embossed wear layer for performance in
commercial environments.
Polyurethane coating:
UV cured polyurethane finish that allows for low maintenance
and eliminates the use of harsh environmental and IAQ impacting
cleaning chemicals.

At Paramount LVT you’ll find the right floor for your space, your needs and your style. Our exceptional Luxury Vinyl

Paramount LVT Loose-Lay series & Click series are innovative

Tiles have become an increasingly popular and exciting choice for homes, work spaces and health care facilities.

formats of luxury vinyl flooring that’s both quick and easy to
install. These options have been tried and tested in several markets

Luxury Vinyl Tile lends equal amounts of style and durability to your floor space, without maxing out your budget.

worldwide, proving themselves to be ideal flooring systems.

Soft underfoot, sound-absorbing and essentially waterproof, vinyl flooring provides ample cushioning, as well as

Loose-Lay Series:

easy maintenance to save you time and money. Vinyl flooring also offers increased comfort, by maintaining a con-

Paramount’s Loose-Lay ser ies is a floating floor system that is

stant temperature during hot and cold weather.

designed to minimize sub floor preparation, and installation costs.
With its patented Grip Technology, Loose-Lay Luxury Vinyl Tiles

Paramount offers an assortment of colors in Luxury Vinyl Tile, carefully selected by professional interior decorators.
The variety of color choices allows for coordination with any décor. Whether you are adjoining tile to an existing
floor, or choosing all new flooring, Paramount’s tile palette will ensure a coordinating and pleasing design flow.
Paramount’s Luxury Vinyl Tile is available in an array of fashionable designs from contemporary to rustic. Selections
include natural wood styles, weathered, textile and mineral designs. Many designs feature deep embossing for
stunning realism.
At Paramount, we understand that you need choices. We offer a full flooring line design to balance your needs and
stay true to your values. Whether you are a decorating a home, or building a major hospital, you will find what you
need at Paramount Luxury Vinyl Tile.
We offer a world class flooring system, so that our customers – whether they are homeowners, architects or facility
managers – can more easily accomplish the many balancing acts in life. Our floors are beautiful yet durable, easy to
maintain and are comfortable so you can relax and enjoy everyday living.

Installation
Solutions

require almost no adhesive and minimal floor prep. It is suitable for
raised access floors, easy and economical to repair, possible to
install over most existing hard floors and requires little or no
adhesive in most installations. This easy to install option is the
premier choice for property management companies and nursing
homes.
Loose-Lay series is available in the identical assortment of colors
and styles as traditional dry back (glue down) luxury vinyl tiles.
Click Series
Paramount’s click flooring is a floating locking system that
simplifies luxury vinyl tile installation. Our special
tongue–and–groove technology easily creates an exceptional tight
connection, ensuring a uniformed installation.

